I. Grammar part

1. Students ............... wear school uniforms at primary and secondary schools.
   a) can't          b) have          c) have to       d) mustn't

2. In my school students should (1) ............ their shoes and (2) ............ slippers to keep the school clean.
   a) take off; put on b) take down; put up c) put out; take on d) put off; take up

3. My sisters (1) ............... to classical music (2) ............... .
   a) (1) listen; (2) every evening b) (1) are going to listen; (2) this afternoon
   c) (1) were listening; (2) at midnight yesterday d) (1) are listening; (2) at the moment

4. Lots of square kilometres of forests ............... in Greece last summer.
   a) have burnt    b) burnt         c) burnd        d) burned

5. A: Ouch! There's (1) ............... in my eye.
   B: Let me look. No, I can't see (2) ............... .
   a) (1) someone; (2) nothing b) (1) anything; (2) nobody
   c) (1) something; (2) anything d) (1) everything; (2) anyone

6. A: I watched a football match on TV yesterday evening.
   B: ............... .
   a) So do I          b) Nor did I c) Me too          d) So did I

7. I usually (1) ............ coffee for breakfast but today I (1) ............ tea with a slice of lemon.
   a) (1) drink; (2) am drinking b) (1) am drinking; (2) drink
   c) (1) drink; (2) drinking   d) (1) drank; (2) were drinking

8. While Kate (1) ............... to school yesterday morning, it (1) ............ all the time.
   a) walked; rained    b) was walking; was raining
   c) was going; rained   d) went; was raining

9. Turn ............... the music! It's too loud!
   a) up          b) down        c) out          d) round

10. This traffic sign says that you ............... .
    a) have to drive left or right b) must turn back
    c) mustn't go straight on     d) can't drive straight ahead

11. You found your identity card, ............... ?
    a) aren't you   b) found you c) didn't you       d) did you

II. Communication activity and vocabulary check

12. Which words describing human personality have negative meaning?
    a) sensitive          b) stubborn      c) sociable      d) selfish

13. My girlfriend looks so beautiful. She's got big blue eyes and fair ............... .
    a) head      b) cheeks      c) hair          d) nose

14. A: Would you like ham sandwiches for supper?
    B: ............... .
    a) Yes, please. b) Ham is awful. c) No, thanks. d) Yes, I'd like.

15. How much flour do we need to make pancakes?
    a) only little     b) only a little c) some          d) only a few

16. It's not true! Adam isn't (1) ............... . He's really (2) ............... because he often buys his friends sweets and drinks.
    a) (1) boring; (2) interesting b) (1) mean; (2) generous
    c) (1) mean; (2) kind          d) (1) poor; (2) wealthy
III. Reading comprehension

Jamie is only twenty-five, but he’s already travelled around the world. He’s just come back from the Arctic. The Arctic Ocean is frozen for most of the year, so he travelled by a dog sledge. He could see a lot of animals: seals, whales, walrus and polar bears.

Two years ago he went to the Sahara Desert. He flew to Egypt and rode on camels through the desert. At first his camel was very disobedient, but after the two-week trip Jamie was an experienced rider.

Last year he went trekking in the Andes with his friends. It was a great experience. One day, while they (1) were crossing; (2) attacked; (3) was going

Jamie hasn’t been to the Amazon rain forest yet. Rain forests are full of unusual birds, animals and plants. One day, he (3) is going

…... a stream, a puma (2) attacked them.

Jamie wants to travel by boat down the Amazon River. He’s going to see fantastic sea life and meet sharks face to face. He has already done a lot of snorkelling on the coral reefs in the Caribbean Islands.

20. Which group of food words contains only fish?

a) eel; trout, carp, salmon
b) tuna, salmon, herring, pike
c) herring, beef, mutton, carp
d) pork; veal, turkey, eel

21. My parents want us to learn how to ski. They ………………… to the mountains in winter.

a) are going to take us
b) think to go
c) are going to ski
d) are thinking of taking us

17. When you are in England, you should try ………………….. for lunch.

a) fish and chips
b) roast snails
c) spaghetti with tomato sauce
d) fried rice with vegetables

18. Do the crossword and find the solution.

The solution is …………………..

a) a kind of meet
b) a fruit
c) a vegetable
d) a dairy product

19. Match the opposites: (Polacz slowa o przeciwnym znaczeniu)

a) 1-B; 2-D; 3-C; 4-A
b) 1-A; 2-C; 3-D; 4-B

c) 1-C; 2-A; 3-B; 4-D
d) 1-C; 2-A; 3-D; 4-B

22. Fill the gaps in the text:

a) (1) were crossing; (2) attacked; (3) is going
b) (1) crossed; (2) attacked; (3) wants
c) (1) crossed; (2) was attacking; (3) is going
d) (1) were crossing; (2) attacked; (3) would love

23. During his journeys, Jamie saw:

a)

b)

c)

d)

24. How much time did Jamie ride on a camel?

a) two years
b) 14 days
c) one day
d) a fortnight

25. Choose true sentences.

a) Jamie has already dived at coral reefs.
b) Jamie always travels alone.
c) Jamie’s last journey was to Arctic.
d) He travelled by boat down the Amazon River.

26. What would Jamie like to experience in the future?

a) He would like to see a puma.
b) He wants to do snorkelling in the ocean.
c) He would like to see unusual animals and plants in the Amazon jungle.
d) He’s going to travel by a dog sledge.
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